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Abstract

Hypernym Discovery is the task of identify-
ing potential hypernyms for a given term. A
hypernym is a more generalized word that is
super-ordinate to more specific words. This
paper explores several approaches that rely
on co-occurrence frequencies of word pairs,
Hearst Patterns based on regular expressions,
and word embeddings created from the UMBC
corpus. Our system Babbage participated in
Subtask 1A for English and placed 6th of 19
systems when identifying concept hypernyms,
and 12th of 18 systems for entity hypernyms.

1 Introduction

Hypernym-hyponym pairs exhibit an is-a relation-
ship where a hypernym is a generalization of a hy-
ponym. The objective of SemEval–2018 Task 9
(Camacho-Collados et al., 2018) is to generate a
ranked list of hypernyms when given an input hy-
ponym and a vocabulary of candidate hypernyms.
For example, the input hyponym lemongrass could
yield the hypernyms [grass, oil plant, herb], where
herb would be the best candidate. This scenario is
illustrated in Figure 1, where the three leaf nodes
are hyponyms and the root is a hypernym.

Figure 1: Hypernym-hyponym example

Note that hypernym discovery is distinct from
hypernym detection, where the problem is to de-
tect if a hyponym-hypernym relationship exists
between a given pair, such as lemongrass-grass.

In our first module, we retrieve candidate hy-
pernyms for an input term using a paragraph-
length context-window and calculate their co-
occurrence frequencies, which is later used for

ranking the candidates. Our second module
uses Hearst Patterns (Hearst, 1992) to extract
hyponym-hypernym pairs and ranks candidate hy-
pernyms based on co-occurrence frequency of
the pairs. Our final module employs word-
embeddings created using word2vec (Mikolov
et al., 2013). This paper continues with a more
detailed discussion of each module, and then a re-
view of our results.

2 Implementation

Babbage begins by pre-processing (2.2.1) the
UMBC Corpus (2.1) and extracting candidate hy-
pernyms using four different strategies (2.2.2).
The first and second module calculates the co-
occurrence frequencies between the input term
and words in context using the pre-processed
UMBC Corpus and the Hearst Pattern set ex-
tracted from the UMBC Corpus. The third mod-
ule uses the IS-A Hearst Pattern set extracted from
UMBC Corpus to obtain hypernyms. The final
module constructs a word embedding over the
UMBC corpus and uses a distance measure to
fetch candidate hypernyms for a given input term.

2.1 UMBC Corpus

Our training corpus is the University of Mary-
land, Baltimore County (UMBC) WebBase Cor-
pus (Han et al., 2013). It contains 3 billion words
from paragraphs obtained from more than 100 mil-
lion web pages over various domains. We use the
28 GB tokenized version of UMBC corpus which
is part-of-speech tagged and divided among 408
files. There is also a vocabulary file with 218,755
unigram, bigram and trigram hypernym terms pro-
vided by task organizers. This file defines the set
of possible candidate hypernyms.
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2.2 Architecture of System Babbage
The following are the steps involved in construct-
ing our system:

1. Pre-processing the input text corpus
[2.2.1]: Corpora obtained in this stage
include:

(a) Normalize the input corpus and store as
Normalized Corpus

(b) Fetch Hearst Patterns (see Figure 2)
from input corpus and store as Hearst
Corpus

(c) Fetch IS-A Pattern from the input cor-
pus and store as IS-A Corpus

(d) Creating the word-embedding matrix
UMBC Embedding using Normalized
Corpus.

The Hearst Corpus and the IS-A Corpus pat-
terns are extracted from the original text cor-
pus which has been preprocessed to eliminate
punctuation, prepositions, and conjunctions.
All possible combinations of bigram and tri-
gram noun phrases are retained in the Nor-
malized Corpus. A Word-Embedding matrix
is built over this Normalized Corpus.

2. Extracting candidate hypernyms [2.2.2]:

(a) Co-occurrence frequencies from Nor-
malized Corpus: A co-occurrence map
is built for the input terms with the
words in the context of the input term
and the frequency of their co-occurrence
using the Normalized Corpus. Words
with co-occurrence frequency higher
than 5 are listed as candidate hypernyms
for an input term. This is considered the
first module result.

(b) Co-occurrence frequencies from
Hearst Corpus: A co-occurrence map
similar to the previous step is built by
using the Hearst Corpus. All the words
which occur at least once in context of
the input term in the Hearst Patterns
are listed as candidate hypernyms for
this term. This is considered the second
module result.

(c) Co-occurrence frequencies from IS-A
Corpus: All the words which occur at
least once in the context of the input
term in the IS-A Corpus are listed as

candidate hypernyms for this term. If
the input term is a concept and is a bi-
gram or trigram term, then part of it is
considered as a hypernym for that term.
This is considered the third module re-
sult.

(d) Applying word similarity to word em-
beddings: A fixed distance value called
Phi is used to extract words at this dis-
tance to the input term in the UMBC
Embedding. These words are listed as
the candidate hypernyms for an input
term. This is considered our final mod-
ule result.

3. Merging results from various modules
[2.3]: The order of merging these results is
decided by the evaluation scores from these
modules for training data. The same order is
applied to the test data.

2.2.1 Pre-processing
The task description states that our system should
predict candidate hypernyms for an input word
which is either a concept or an entity. Hence, the
part-of-speech tag for all candidate hypernyms is
noun. This restricts our search space to words
with noun part-of-speech tag and bigram or tri-
gram phrases with a noun head word. Our system
focuses on concepts, so we do not have any mod-
ule specific for entities. To refine the input corpus
as per these specifications, the input UMBC Cor-
pus is processed through the following modules:

Normalized Corpus: The POS tagged input
corpus is processed per paragraph. Each para-
graph is converted to lower-case text. Then, bi-
gram and trigram noun phrases from each para-
graph are obtained using the POS tags given for
each word. It is further filtered by removing punc-
tuation marks and words with part-of-speech tags
other than noun, verb, adverb or adjective. This
filtered line is modified by appending it with bi-
gram and trigram noun phrases obtained earlier.

Hearst Corpus: The original input paragraph is
searched for the Hearst Patterns (shown in Figure
2) and all the possible matches are returned in the
form of hypernym : one or more hyponyms. Figure
2 shows the extraction of Hearst Patterns, where
NP represents a noun-phrase where the head word
is tagged as a noun, the loved-ones such as family
and friends is a match for Hearst Patterns (from
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Figure 2) with noun phrases the loved-ones, family
and friends.

IS-A Corpus: A pattern which is not used in the
construction of the Hearst Corpus is used here:
Hyponym Noun Phrase is (a | an | the) Hyper-
nym Noun Phrase. Here the original input para-
graph is searched against this pattern and all the
possible matches are returned in the form of hy-
ponym : hypernym. a fennel is a plant is a match
for this pattern with noun phrases a fennel and
plant.

UMBC Embedding: A word embedding ma-
trix is created over the Normalized Corpus using
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013). The specifica-
tions of the model are as follows:

(a) Model : Continuous Bag of Words
(CBOW) - a term’s embedding value is determined
by its context words. The order of the words in the
window size does not matter.

(b) Window Size : 10. The context window
size for a term which determines its vector value.

(c) Minimum Frequency Count : 5. If the fre-
quency of a word is less than this value, the word
does not exist in the embedding.

(d) Embedding Dimension Size : 300. The
number of dimensions for the embedding matrix.

2.2.2 Extracting candidate hypernyms:
Once the UMBC corpus is pre-processed and the
three required corpora and an embedding matrix
are derived, candidate hypernyms are acquired by
applying the below processes.

Co-occurrence frequency from Normalized
Corpus: With this module, we hypothesized
that a hyponym and its possible hypernyms are
more likely to co-occur within a context-window.
The context window of a term is its own para-
graph. We start by creating a map for all the in-
put terms. If a normalized paragraph 2.2.1 con-
tains any of the input terms, then all the words
in the context are added to the map of this par-
ticular term which considers them to be hyper-
nyms for this input hyponym term. Every time
a hypernym-hyponym pair co-occurs in one line,
their co-occurrence count is increased by one. Fi-
nally, the candidate hypernyms are ranked in de-
scending order of their co-occurrence frequencies.

Co-occurrence frequency from Hearst Corpus:
In the pre-processing step 2.2.1, we extracted
possible hypernym-hyponym mapping data using

Hearst Patterns. Each line of the data is of the form
hypernym : hyponym-1 , hyponym-2, , hyponym-
n. In this module, we created a map where each
hyponym is a key mapped to hypernyms occurring
with that hyponym and their co-occurrence fre-
quencies. For example, values for keys hyponym-
1, hyponym-2, and hyponym-n are updated with
hypernym and the frequencies are increased by 1.
Finally the top 15 hyponyms (based on frequen-
cies) for each key are reported as the result hyper-
nyms.

Co-occurrence frequencies from IS-A Corpus:
This module uses hypernym-hyponym pairs from
the IS-A Corpus 2.2.1 which are in the form hy-
ponym : hypernym. We use the same strategy as
Co-occurrence frequency from Hearst Corpus to
obtain the result.

Applying word similarity to word embeddings:
We need a general distance vector which repre-
sents a hypernym-hyponym distance in the UMBC
Embedding. We use training data input term (x)
and the gold data hypernyms (y) to calculate this
distance(Φ∗) which is calculated by:

Φ∗ = argmin
Φ

1

N

∑

(x,y)

Φ‖x− y‖2 (1)

Φ is used to get candidate hypernyms from the
UMBC word embedding matrix for the input
terms (test data).

2.3 Merging results from various modules

For this task, our system is required to report
the 15 most probable hypernyms for each input
term. We have four modules each reporting their
top 15 candidate hypernyms. By looking at the
training scores of these modules, we merge the
co-occurrence frequencies from IS-A corpus that
have higher ranks followed by the co-occurrence
frequencies from Normalized corpus and Hearst
Pattern corpus. Results from word embedding
module are given the lowest ranks.

3 Experimental Results and Discussion

Output candidate hypernym lists are evaluated
against gold hypernym lists using the follow-
ing evaluation criteria : Mean Reciprocal Rank
(MRR), Mean Average Precision (MAP) and Pre-
cision At k (P@k), where k is 1, 3, 5 and 15. We
ran our model against two sets of data training data
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Figure 2: Creating Hearst Corpus using 6 Hearst Patterns

Cooc Hearst Phi Is-A Merged
MRR .103 .020 .025 .165 .188
MAP .050 .008 .012 .071 .080
P@1 .061 .013 .012 .140 .152
P@3 .055 .008 .012 .076 .087
P@5 .048 .008 .012 .066 .075
P@15 .047 .007 .011 .062 .070

Table 1: Test Data 1A English - Concept Scores

Cooc Hearst Phi Is-A Merged
MRR .000 .000 .008 .090 .099
MAP .000 .000 .003 .036 .037
P@1 .000 .000 .004 .069 .081
P@3 .000 .000 .003 .041 .045
P@5 .000 .000 .003 .035 .036
P@15 .000 .000 .003 .031 .030

Table 2: Test Data 1A English - Entity Scores

and test data with 1500 input terms each. These re-
sults are shown in Tables 1 and 2, where it can be
clearly observed that our system performs much
better for concepts. However, the IS-A module
seemed to fetch good candidates for both entity
and concept data.

The gold data provided with the task does not
always consider all possible word senses or do-
mains of an input term. As a result, we observed
numerous candidate hypernyms that seem to be
plausible solutions that are not considered correct
when compared to the gold data.

For example, the input concept navigator has
gold standard hypernyms of [military branch, ex-

plorer, military machine, travel, adventurer, sea-
man]. Our system finds candidate hypernyms
[browser, web browser, website, application]. We
also noticed that due to our normalization deci-
sions (i.e., using all lower-case characters) and the
contents of the corpus, Babbage performs poorly
in some cases. For example, the gold hypernyms
for input entity Hurricane are [video game, soft-
ware program, computer program] but our system
produced [storm, windstorm, typhoon, tornado,
cyclone]. Clearly, our system did not differenti-
ate between the named entity Hurricane and the
common noun hurricane while training the word–
embedding models.

On the positive side, our system produced
promising results in some cases. Hyponym lib-
eralism produced [theory, philosophy, economic
policy] which is very similar to the gold data [eco-
nomic theory, theory]. It also correctly generated
the hyponym person for hypernyms such as collec-
tor, moderator, director, senior, and reporter. For
input reporter it produced [writer, person] which
matches the gold hypernym set.
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